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Mention the concept of literary tradition to any poet working in Can-
ada today and you are bound to receive varied, sometimes heated, 
responses. But whether the poet in question prefers the capital-C 
Canon or the small-c commons, s/he still has to contend with the 
question of the influence of literary history. As William Giraldi noted 
in a defence of negative criticism on The Daily Beast, certain clas-
sics have informed ‘our civilization,’ and there were certainly ‘minute 
ways in which a Tennyson poem was forced to reckon with a Keats 
poem before it could arrive as its own.’ That same reckoning is ap-
parent in many contemporary books, including those reviewed here.
 Vancouver poet and filmmaker Colin Browne’s fourth poetry col-
lection, The Properties, addresses—among other subjects—multiple 
definitions of the term ‘property,’ that is, quality or trait; effect of an 
object on another object; and ownership. If this sounds dry, it isn’t: 
the poems are entertaining and masterful. The Properties is informed 
by classical mythology, Western history, surrealist artists, philoso-
phy, and Browne’s contemporaries in the Western Canadian avant-
garde literary scene. Literary tradition in this book is omnipresent, 
carefully sourced and annotated.
 This work is ambitious: Browne’s ‘Sources & Provocations’ at the 
book’s end is six and a half pages long, which speaks to the breadth 
and depth he covers. Through epigraph and epistolary form, Browne 
positions himself in the coterie of such luminaries as Roland Barthes, 
Herman Melville, Cy Twombly, and André Breton. Within The Proper-
ties are poems to and for Vancouver-based writers, including Peter 
Quartermain, recently deceased playwright and librettist Tom Cone, 
George Bowering and Robin Blaser, and elegies written for deceased 
friends and relatives. In long poems such as ‘The Laurel’ Browne’s 
filmic bent is at work: long lines enact a grand narrative sweep that 
zooms in on personal minutiae or details from classical mythlogy, 
and zooms back out to notate precise moments in world history. 
Other poems are shorter, cheekier: ‘A/straw/in//the/eaves/I//
wear/on/my//sleeve/first/straw//in/a/bowl//of/straws.’
 In ‘The Laurel,’ dedicated to Browne’s great aunt Daphne Guern-
sey, we read: ‘During carnival week in Brazil, Zweig and his wife/
had swallowed Veronal. They were found on their bed, fully dressed, 
holding hands,//with their dog alive at their feet’; then ‘The opera 
houses were pulverized one by one: Dresden, Weimar, Vienna, the 
Staatsoper//Munich in 1943’; and ‘Who’s one to one/who’s not one? 
Who’s not one to one who is? “Daddy compartmentalized”’; followed 



several lines later by ‘He took up with a young woman our family 
called the Whore.’ Resonating with the encoded poetic erudition of 
Modernists such as Eliot, H.D., Pound, and the movement’s second-
generation writers such as Olson and Zukofsky, these few lines are 
dense and require unpacking, research and rereading to fully appre-
ciate their layers of language and meaning.
 The lines ‘Who’s one to one/who’s not one? Who’s not one to one 
who is?’ use a simple, almost nursery-rhyme scheme of repetition 
and negation, echoed in the poem ‘An Inauguration, April 15, 2009’:

whose shoes are asked for
whose shoes are whose
who’s who is who
who’s who is asked for
whose whose
whose whose
who’s who
who’s who
who’s not is not who’s who

We could read this occasional poem at the level of soundplay and 
appreciate it, though I found it curious that it was first performed 
by songwriter and improviser Viviane Houle at Fluevog Shoes in 
Vancouver, as Browne notes. The performance was an inaugural 
celebration for the opening of the SFU Contemporary Arts Program 
in the redeveloped Woodward’s complex in Vancouver’s Downtown 
Eastside; Fluevog is an independent Canadian shoemaker. The tone 
generated through the repeated cadence of ‘who,’ ‘whose,’ and ‘shoe’ 
seems incongruous with the setting’s whimsy. The juxtaposition of 
this inaugural shoe poem with the many references to the First and 
Second World Wars puts in mind the image of discarded shoes at 
death camps, an image that seems at odds with the celebration of a 
new building to house higher learning, especially one that now oc-
cupies an Eastside Vancouver site that is one of the many gentrified 
agents in an area described as Canada’s poorest postal code.
 This brings up my one complaint about the book: I read The Prop-
erties as a masterwork by an elder statesman working consciously 
and joyfully inside a Western Canadian avant-garde literary trad-
ition, and I found much to relish in Browne’s poetic dialogues with 
history and his obvious facility with the line, but the book’s vast 
variation in form, tone and subject does not always work. His sharp 
shifts and turns from whimsy to matters of grave (pun intended) 
importance sometimes strike a wrong note; there is almost too much 
muchness here. That said, The Properties is a minor epic; the form is 
often used in the Modernist mode as a gesture toward naming and 



constructing the world on a grand scale. I see this book as Browne’s 
attempt to record his involvement with, and to solidify his place with-
in, the Canadian poetic ethos.

Steven Price’s Omens in the Year of the Ox is dark, muscular and goth-
ic: Edward Gorey crossed with Tim Burton via Tom Waits. ‘It’s dark in 
here...dark/as pitch.’ Where Browne’s poetry is erudite and intellec-
tual, Price’s prose and lyric lines are bone, blood and bark: ‘No bark/is 
born so old. No bark is born//with blunt teeth bared and tearing red 
strips of itself.’ Price’s short narrative poems are also steeped in clas-
sical mythology and the Western canon: one poem alludes to a close 
reading of Gerard Manley Hopkins, other pieces rewrite Orpheus, 
Odysseus and Medea. Omens in the Year of the Ox is indeed sprinkled 
with omens and curses—‘May black waters stunt your children,/your 
taps run brackish and impure’—but Price’s obvious facility with lan-
guage, clever use of internal rhyme and deliciously dark imagery work 
as a snare, drawing us in rather than deflecting us.
 A recurrent chorus alternately mocks, goads and teases the nar-
rator. Each ‘Chorus’ poem, appearing at regular intervals through-
out the book, functions as simultaneous external ghost and internal 
writer’s critic: ‘You are not haunted. Nothing is in you.’ No muses 
here. Throughout the book, Price’s poetic voice is assured, sonorous 
and strong; many poems beg to be read aloud. ‘Stations of the Geode’ 
is particularly strong, marrying concrete imagery, alliteration and in-
ternal rhyme with philosophical questioning: ‘Break it. Go. The true 
geode’s/guts glint fluke-fanged, fixed-fast, agleam/in an amethyst 
crust of unrock,/blooming like blown glass.’

In contrast to the Western philosophical and authoritative literary 
thought found in the pages of The Properties and Omens in the Year of 
the Ox, Madeline Sonik’s The Book of Changes challenges the author-
ity of an Eastern classical and masculinist text. The I Ching, or Book 
of Changes is a Chinese set of oracular statements represented by 
a series of hexagrams. Sonik’s 64 poems, each corresponding to one 
of the I Ching’s hexagrams, insert personal female experience, the 
autobiographical and the mundane into such phrases as ‘Conflict,’ 
‘Splitting Apart’ and ‘The Power of the Great.’ Sonik’s language is 
spare and her narrative favours plain speech, framing the details of 
traumatic experience—infidelity, divorce, a narrowly escaped rape—
in understatement. Where Browne and Price’s poetics acknowledge 
the concept of mastery within a literary canon—the grand orator on 
top of the mountain—Sonik’s approach is akin to the tree root slowly 
and quietly disrupting the edifice, a quiet narrative voice suggesting 
alternate possibilities, alternate histories:



this is how
she creates the world
how the whole world
was created
in a fumble for firm footing.

 Though I generally prefer the more challenging and complicated 
poetry of writers like Colin Browne and Steven Price, the quiet sub-
version of Madeline Sonik’s lyric poems are a welcome contrast to the 
grand narrative sweeps of the other two works.

— Nikki Reimer


